
Dear Michael, General Secretary, 
 
With reference to the email you sent today, honestly, I do not feel I have anything more to add than 
what I conscientiously wrote. I stand with what I have written in m article.   
Only the truth sets us free – Albert Buttigieg (timesofmalta.com) 
 
I trust that we can agree that the ethos of the PN includes the uncompromised will and the moral 
imperative to fight against sleaze and to uncover uncomfortable truths about unacceptable 
behaviour by people who should know better. 
 
With this in mind, I wrote the truth. I owe it to myself, to the Party whose values drive my daily 
political activity and to my constituents to be truthful and prevent others from going through what I 
went through.  
 
This is not about me and/or my ‘political journey’, which is coming to an end but about the political 
class and the national well-being begin hijacked by the greedy few.  
 
May I kindly draw your attention that your press statement, ‘give us proof’, sounds similar to what 
the Labour Party say when accused of sleaze!   
 
In all honestly, I can NEVER reveal any names.  
 
In doing so, I will compromise the well-being of my source. I have solemnly promised that I will not 
divulge details that lead to his/her identification. I find comfort in the Data Protection Act and the 
Whistle-blower Act. Both legislation, protect the divulgation of the source.  
 
Rest assured that the source is a credible one. If I have to pay a further price, let it be! It is better to 
die on one’s feet than to live on one’s knees. 
 
However, I infringed no part of the party statute. If so, please indicate which part of the statute.  
 
I only asked pertinent questions and maybe uncomfortable ones. If you consider them worth 
investigated, then it is up to you as General Secretary to follow them. I encourage you to be 
proactive.   
 
What it is indisputable is that I am on record in underlining that I was side-lined prior and during the 
campaign.  This leads me to trust that as Secretary General you ought to request why this occurred 
and what were the reasons, which lead to this. 
 
Although the scar of betrayal deeply hurt, I have not resigned (and have no intention in doing so). I 
intend to continue working for the common good of my locality.  
 
I have no problem in meeting you and discussing further. 
 
Regards, 
Albert Buttigieg 


